
Dear exhibitors,

Here are instructions about the entrance to the showgrounds of Slavonia shows:

Since there will be a lot of exhibitors from various countries and numbers of COVID cases 
everywhere are increasing we got approval to held the shows only if all people attending 
them have  EU digital COVID certificate. 

Children until 12 years of age coming accompanied by a parent/guardian are exempt 
from the obligation to present a negative test result if the parents/guardians have a valid 
EU Digital COVID Certificate or a negative PCR or rapid antigen - RAT test result or if they 
have a certificate of vaccination against COVID-19 or proof of having recovered from 
COVID-19.

People coming from outside of the EU must have the official paper proving that they 
are fulfilling one of the requirements for the EU COVID passport.

Here is the whole info: https://mup.gov.hr/uzg-covid/english/286212

Also negative tests are accepted - or PCR or quick antigen, not older than 48 hours. 
Most of foreign exhibitors will have it for first/second day of shows it as they need it also 
for entering Croatia. 
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SO TO SUM UP:

Entrance to showgrounds of Slavonia shows ( Vukovar and Osijek) will be possible only 
with:

1.  Valid EU Digital COVID Certificate

2.  Negative PCR test (not older then 72h) or rapid antigen test  
 (not older than 48h)

3.  The document that proves you had COVID-19 in the last 6 months

If you need to make it for return to your countries there will be doctor on showground 
on Saturday 18.09. from 10h till 11h and will be making quick antigen tests valid for 
passing border. Price for it will be 110 kunas. There will be discount also for people who 
have proof that they have accommodation in Slavonia during the shows – price for test 
for them is 75 kunas.

Below is also list of medical institutions where you can make tests nearby on other days 
with prior reservation.

Masks are neccessary during showing in rings and we kindly ask you to wear them 
while in rings.

Confirmations of entries were sent directly from program to your emails. 

Entry numbers are not being sent on emails but will be given in show office before 
judging (you will get it under your last name).

Catalogues will be online and they will be published on our website one hour before 
judging of each show.

Judging on Friday and Sunday will be with descriptions and complete BIS program.

Judging on Saturday on international and national show in Osijek will be done without 
descriptions of the dogs. On Saturday on both shows there will be only Best of Group 
selection.

BIS competition on both shows on Saturday, except for groups, will not be held 
(junior handling competition, couples, breeding groups, babies, puppies, veterans, native 
breeds, junior.
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The selection of the Best of Group of each group on Saturday will be done in the 
rings in which the dogs of the breeds of each FCI group are being judged. The selection 
of the most beautiful dogs of FCI groups will in no case start earlier than in stated time 
in the show schedule. Upon completion of each FCI group, the winners will be officially 
photographed at a podium near the show office. Upon completion of the photos, they 
will receive the prizes.

On Saturday the selection of the most beautiful dog of the show (BIS) will be held 
after the end of the judging of all breeds and FCI groups.

Also it is mandatory to observe and follow prescribed epidemiological measures and 
instructions of official staff at the whole show area.

Due to epidemiological measures, the achieved results and candidacies will not be 
confirmed and stamped as usual in show office after the judging and will not be entered 
in dog books.

It is possible to submit applications for championship titles with respect to 
epidemiological measures. It can be handed in at the show office.

You can take photos of your dogs yourself at the podium the whole day, respecting 
epidemiological measures.

Parking for cars and campers in Vukovar is free of charge. Parking for campers in 
Vukovar will be possible in front of showground (water is on showground).

Parking for cars in Osijek is 20 kunas per day while for campers is 50 kunas per day. 
Campers can stay overnight and will have electricity and water in resort. 

We are thanking you in advance for your understanding and comprenhension as we 
want to be responsible and to keep all safe in these challenging times while enjoying dog 
shows in the same time.

Wishing you all great results and nice time on our shows.
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OSIJEK
 

1.     FAST ANTIGEN TESTING ON SARS-COV-2

Possibility of rapid antigen testing for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 virus from 
nasopharyngeal swabs!

Free choice of testing time without prior notice, every working day between  
7 am and 3 pm.

Price of testing is HRK 120.00

  Doctor: Željko Špiranović, MD, specialist in occupational medicine and sports

  Address: Stjepana Radica 54, Osijek

  Phone: +385 31 213 333

 

 

 

2.       SWABS ON SARS-COV-2

The Department of Microbiology conducts testing of persons who need a certificate of 
testing for SARS-CoV-2.

Testing is performed by molecular diagnostics by RT-PCR method and rapid antigen test 
from a sample of nasopharyngeal swabs.

 
  Working hours: Swabs on SARS-CoV-2 are performed from  
     Monday to Saturday from 08:00 to 10:00 at a marked  
     point in front of the Institute building 
  Address:   Franje Krežme 1, Osijek

  Tests on SARS-CoV-2 are not taken on Sundays.



TESTING IS PERFORMED WITH PRE-ORDERING!
  Phone:  00385 31 22 57 71

  e-mail:  mikrobiologija.zzjz@gmail.com

 

  PRICE:   
  PCR method:  HRK 700,00 (same day results) or 
      HRK 400,00 (results within 48 hours)

   Rapid antigen test:  110,00 KN (same day results)

Payment in cash can be made at the counter in the yard of the Public Health Institute  
of Osijek-Baranja County (address: Franje Krežme 1, Osijek).
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